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Last time:  
Virtual memory  
-Fragmentation 
-Paging 
-Page Tables 
-Translation Look-aside Buffers 
-Page Faults 
-Locality of Reference  
 
This Time 
Virtual Memory:  
-Page Replacement Algorithms 
-Thrashing 
-Kernel Memory Management 
-Memory Management Considerations 
-Real World Memory Management 
 
Concurrency: 
-Race Conditions 
-Critical Sections 
-Atomic Operations 
-Locks (Mutexs,Semaphores)  
 
Victim Frame 
-Get rid of it  
-If it hasn’t been written to and there’s a copy on disk reallocate it  
-Otherwise copy to disk  
 
Page Replacement Algorithm 
Optimal 
-Replace the page the won’t be used for the longest time.  
 
Not recently Used  
Keep 4 classes of page 
0:Not referenced, not modified    ( Most replaceable)  
1:not referenced, modified 



2:Referenced, not modified 
3: Referenced, modified      (Least Replaceable) 
 
First In, First Out  
-remove oldest page from memory  
 
Second Chance:  
Check the read bit on the oldest page.  
 
If the bit is zero replace the page. 
If the bit is one set the bit to zero. 
 
Clock Algorithm: 
Circular List of pages 
Hand represents the next page to be checked.  
 
Least Recently Used: 
-Keep a list of pages in the order they were accessed.  
-Move accessed pages to the head of the list 
-When you need pages remove from the tail.  
 
Countdown Timer: 
-Keep a sequence of read bits 
-At regular intervals push the pages read bit onto the left of the timer & shift 
all bits rights.   
 
Before: 
R   
0 00010 
1 01111 
0 01001 
 
       |TIMER   | (Last 5 Digit) 
P1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
P2 0 1 0 1 1 1  
P3 0 0 1 0 0 0 



 
Working Set: 
Prepaging 
 
Working set is the set of pages accessed in the last k memory accesses 
w(k,t) 
 
Picture (1) 

 
Thrashing: 
-How many pages do we provide to a process? 
-A process spends more time paging than running its code.  
 
Kernel Memory Allocation 
-Buddy System 
-Slab Allocation  
 
Buddy system :  
Allocates Chunks from a fixed sized segment of physical memory.  
Segment must be a power of 2 in size as must the requested value.  
 
(Picture 2)  



 
Slab Allocation: 

                                         SLAB 
Data Structures à Caches [] à         SLAB 

                                         SLAB  
PCB 
 
(Picture3) 



 
Considerations: 
-Local vs. Global Allocation  
-Non-Uniform Memory Access – as close as possible 
-Page Size  
 
How do we write programs? 
int i,j  
int [128] [128] data,  
 
 
for (j=0, j<128,j ++) 
  for (i =0, i<128, i++) 
    data[i][j] = 0, 
 
OR  
 
for (i=0, i<128, i++) 
  for (j=0, j<128, j++) 
    data[i][j] =0; 
 
Top one is faster.   



 
 
Page Locking  
-Assuming Global Allocation 
-Process accesses memory, page fault, put in the I/O Queue.  
-Run another process requests I/O gets frame first process wanted.  
-add a bit that says a page/frame cannot be paged out  
 
Real World Memory Allocation 
Windows: Clustering/Working Set 
Linux: LRU-With a clock.  
 
A: Register1 = counter 
B: register1 = register1 +1 
C: counter = register1 
D: register2 = counter 
E: register 2 = register2 -1  
F: Counter = register2 
 
Race Condition  
Best Case:  
AàBàCàDàEàF 



A reg1 = counter    counter =5, reg1 =5  
B reg1 = reg1 +1   counter =5, reg1 = 6 
C counter = reg1   counter = 6, reg1 = 6  
D reg2 = counter   counter =6, reg 2= 6 
E reg2 = reg2 -1   counter = 6, reg 2 =5 
F counter = reg2    counter = 5, reg2 = 5 
 
A reg1 =counter   counter =5, reg1= 5 
B re1 = reg1+1   counter =5, reg1 =6  
D reg2= counter   counter =5, reg2 =5  
E reg2= reg2-1   counter =5 , reg2=4 
C counter = reg1  counter =6, reg1 =6 
F counter2= reg2  counter =4, reg2 = 4 
 
Critical Section 
A: register1 = counter 
B: register1 = register, +1 
C: counter = register1  
 
Goal- Protect critical sections will still enjoying the benefits of parallelism.  
1.Mutual Exclusion 
-No two process may be simultaneously in their critical sections.  
2.Universality  
-No assumptions may be made about process speeds or the number of CPUs  
3. Progress 
-No process running outside of its critical section may block any other 
process from entering its critical section 
4. Bounded Waiting 
-No process should have to wait forever to enter its critical region.  
 
Atomic operations 
-Operations that can be completed without being interrupted  
 
Test_and_set_lock  
-Take a value from a variable and set that variable to non-zero value.  
 



Locks: 
-Mutual Exclusion Locks- Mutex 
-Semaphores 
 
Mutex:(atomic lock, list of processes)   
Lock- access lock, if available proceed. If not available, block.  
Unlock- reset atomic lock 
-wake waiting processes   
 
Preamble code: 
Acquiring lock 
Critical section 
Finishing with lock 
post amble  
 
Semaphores: 
Wait- get the atomic lock (atomic lock: counter, list of processes) 
-check if the counter is zero, block 
-if not zero, decrement  
-free outer lock   
Signal  
- get the atomic lock 
-increment the counter  
-wake waiting processes  
-free outer lock 
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